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В статті розглянуто прогнозування змінних, які пов'язані балансовими 
рівностями. Визначено процес прогнозування, який складається з чотирьох 
етапів. Запропоновано принцип відбору рівнянь відповідно до якості 
характеристик вирівнювання та за умовою дотримання балансової рівності. 
Доведено, що чим ближче розбаланс прогнозу до нуля, тим більше підстав 
вважати саме цю комбінацію функцій найкращим предиктором і, навпаки. 
Ключові слова: грошові кошти, грошовий потік, трендова модель, 
предиктор, баланс змінних, якість прогнозу. 
 
В статье рассмотрены прогнозирования переменных, связанных 
балансовыми равенствами. Определены процесс прогнозирования, состоящий 
из четырех этапов. Предложен принцип отбора уравнений в соответствии с 
качеством характеристик выравнивания и при условии соблюдения балансовой 
равенства. Доказано, что чем ближе разбаланс прогноза до нуля, тем больше 
оснований считать именно эту комбинацию функций лучшим предиктором и, 
наоборот. 
Ключевые слова: денежные средства, денежный поток, трендовая 
модель, предиктор, баланс переменных, качество прогноза.  
 
1. Introduction 
In modern conditions, the forecasting of cash flows is closely related to 
strategic planning of the future development of enterprise and the implementation of 
financial planning. Any forecast is subjective and is not needed to determine the 
exact values of inflows and outflows of funds, but to determine certain benchmarks 
for varying the forecast indicators. It is very difficult to predict the majority of 
indicators with a high degree of accuracy in economics, so it is important to choose 
the correct methods for forecasting cash flows. 
 
2. The object of research and its technological audit 
The object of research is a complex forecasting of cash flows on the example 
of PJSC "Odeskabel", which is the largest producer of cable products in Ukraine and 
abroad. 
There are several methods of statistical forecasting of cash flows. 
1. Point forecasting on the average annual absolute growth or the average 
annual growth rate of cash flows. The result of this method is submitted in the form 
of one number. This is the simplest, but the least reliable, method of statistical 
forecasting. This method of forecasting is used for cases when the change in the 
values of the levels of cash flows is uniform or equally accelerated. 
2. Extrapolation of the received trend of cash flow development based on the 
trend equation. The type and parameters of the trend equation are determined and the 
errors in the trend and forecast are estimated according to the methodology adopted 
in the statistics. Interval forecasting is carried out by determining two numbers. They 
are the upper and lower limits of the confidence interval with a predetermined 
probability of getting into this interval of the actual value of the cash flow. The 
statistical soft and the MS Excel are used to determine the trend line. 
3. Forecasting of cash flows based on the regression model. This forecast 
concludes in the selection of factors and the evaluation of their influence on the 
studied indicator. For example, the sales income is affected by the sale price, sales 
volume, market conditions, product quality, and so on. A regression equation is 
obtained by statistical estimation of the degree of interaction of selected factors and 
the resultant characteristic. In the process of forecasting of cash flows, the planned or 
target values of factors are substituted into the obtained regression model. Then, the 
predicted value of the outcome which corresponds to these conditions is calculated. 
4. Forecasting of cash flows based on elasticity coefficients. Elasticity is a 
relative degree of response of one value to a change of the other. 
 
3. The aim and objectives of research 
The aim of research is a complex forecasting of the company's cash flows. The 
principle of balancing of the variable cash flows of an enterprise is used for it. 
To achieve this goal, the following tasks are set: 
1) consider statistical methods of forecasting of cash flows; 
2) study the principle of the balance of variable cash flows of the enterprise; 
3) to adapt the principle of the balance of variable cash flows to the 
activities of the PJSC "Odeskabel". 
 
4. Research of existing solutions of the problem 
A lot of attention has been paid to the development of a system of forecasting 
and financial planning of cash flows in modern conditions in scientific economic 
literature in recent years. This issue is being studied both by foreign scientists and 
economists, and by domestic ones. 
For example, the cash flow forecast considers in research as the most important 
apparatus for managing cash, which helps to avoid their shortage [1], it is emphasized 
that detailed forecasts of cash flows can be reasonably made only when measuring 
short-term liquidity [2], planning and forecasting of cash flows is defined as one of 
the stages of their management [3]. 
In some works attention is drawn to the planning of the volume and structure 
of the company's cash flows [4], it is proved that formally the prediction procedures 
are developed in the methods of analytical processing of the dynamics series. The 
method "from what has been achieved" is the most often used in forecasting [5]. In [6] 
it is proposed to use the forecasting of cash flow for valuation, the cost of the 
investment capital of an enterprise within the income method, and [7] considers the 
forecasting of the financial condition of an enterprise using a trend analysis of cash 
flows. In [8] it is provided company’s evaluation, which is carried through by 
different methods using cash flows. Based on the above, it can be noted that in the 
reviewed publications the issue of determining of methods for forecasting cash flows 
has not been fully studied yet. 
 
5. Methods of research 
Statistical methods, in particular, extrapolation methods, trend models, the 
method of group accounting of arguments, etc. were used to solve the problems. 
 
6. Research results 
Statistical methods, in particular analysis and analytical alignment of the 
dynamics series, their extrapolation and calculation of confidence intervals, are the 
main methods used for formation of long-term forecasts. In this case, the most 
important role is played by the correct choice of the form of trends, which are 
adequately describing the processes under study. There are a number of practical 
approaches that make it possible to solve this problem relatively successfully and to 
obtain satisfactory results of extrapolation at present. These are a qualitative socio-
economic analysis of the researching phenomenon, encompassing its internal logic 
and formation mechanism, visual researching of the dynamics graphs, the method of 
coherent differences, the method of growth characteristics etc. 
All of them are quite suitable for forecasting of isolated indicators. However, 
the situation changes fundamentally when a simultaneous prediction of several 
interrelated variables is carried out, such as the volume of gross, net output and 
material costs; birth rate, mortality and natural population growth; return of foreign 
trade, exports, imports, etc. [9]. In this case, traditional methods of choosing the form 
of trends do not exclude the possibility of obtaining an erroneous, "divergent" 
forecast, which violates the fundamental qualitative relationships and interrelations. 
In order to avoid this danger, in the complex statistical forecasting of 
interdependent socio-economic indicators, we suggest choosing the form of trends 
using the principle of the balance of variables. It can be formulated as follows: the 
final conclusion on the acceptability of certain forms of curves is determined by the 
degree of compliance of the predicted values to the balance ratio, which is valid for 
the period of prehistory. 
The rationality of such an approach is unquestionable, because we know about 
the future precisely that it retains the same interrelationships between the features that 
took place in the past and in the present. Therefore, the criteria based on the principle 
of the balance of variables should occupy a priority position throughout the hierarchy 
of criteria for selecting patterns of trends. 
Let us illustrate the proposed principle with the following example. Let it be 
necessary to obtain a complex statistical forecast of variables between which there is 
a next relation: 
 
Y1t + Y2t + ...+ Ym-1t = Ymt,     (1) 
 
where m is the number of interrelated variables. 
 
When solving forecasting problems in this area, the extrapolation methods play 
a leading role. They based on the premise of the inertia of development of dynamic 
probability systems. Among these methods an important place is occupied by trend 
models describing the variation of the studied variables as a function of the time t - 
generalizing argument, which accumulates the cumulative effect of a number of main 
factors. Output series of dynamics Yit are represented as sums of two components that 
are not observed: 
 
Yі = f i (t) + εi,       (2) 
 
where f i (t) is the trend equation; εi is the random component. 
 
Trends (2) characterize the main regularities of the change of the parameters of 
the socio-economic system in time, and the accuracy and reliability of forecasting 
largely depend on the correctness of the choice of the trend form, i.e. of the form of 
the analytic function f I (t). The most accurate and reliable results of forecasting are 
obtained in that case if a true mechanism of development of the process in time is 
discovered. So the problem of the quality of forecasts obtained by trend models is 
reduced to searching for internal patterns of growth, development, and dynamics. 
There are a number of ways which make it is possible to solve this problem in 
conditions of isolated forecasting of individual variables more or less successfully. 
First of all, this is a qualitative theoretical analysis of the studied process which 
allows us to disclose its internal logic and the formation mechanism in interrelation 
with other variables. However, the possibilities of such an analysis, as a rule, are very 
limited. At best, it shows the characteristics of the dynamics in general terms, which 
is often not enough to justify the choice of the trend form. Therefore, qualitative 
analysis, being the informative basis of forecasting, is supplemented by the study of 
empirical data. 
The first way is the simplest one called visual. It is the choice of the trend form 
due to the visual study of a series of dynamics. But at the same time, the risk of a 
subjective decision is very high. Different researchers can give quite convincing 
arguments in favor of various forms of the curve using the same graph. In addition, 
the result of choice is strongly influenced by the scale of the graphic image. 
The second way, which is usually recommended in the literature, is the method 
of coherent differences. The first, second, and other differences in the levels of the 
series are calculate din accordance to it. The calculation continues until the 
differences are approximately equal. The order of differences is taken as the degree 
of the approximating polynomial. 
There are other methods of determining the trend form based on the analysis of 
empirical data, for example, the method of growth characteristics [10]. All of them 
have certain advantages and disadvantages and often give quite satisfactory results in 
the analysis and prediction of the series of dynamics, which are considered in 
isolation. However, the situation changes radically when a simultaneous prediction of 
several interrelated variables of the type (1) is carried out. In this case, the above 
methods of choosing the form of trends do not exclude the possibility of obtaining a 
false forecast, which violates the fundamental quantitative relationships. However 
deep the methods of extrapolating of individual isolated series of dynamics can be 
developed, they cannot insure against obtaining the so-called "fan" of forecasts, 
which is distinguished by the absurdity of the predicted values of the studied 
variables in terms of their internal dependence. 
In order to avoid these shortcomings in medium- and long-term forecasting of 
variables between which there are objective interrelations, we propose to supplement 
the traditional methods of choosing trend forms with the principle of the balance of 
variables. It can be summarized as follows: the final conclusion about the 
acceptability of certain analytical functions for describing the dynamics of 
interrelated indicators (i.e. the choice of the predictor) is determined by the degree of 
compliance of the predicted values of the variables to the balance ratio resulting from 
formula (1). 
This principle realizes sort of the impossible: it provides a foothold in the 
future. Indeed, what do we know about the future? Only follows: the balance ratio (1) 
will be implemented in the same way as it is being performed now, or was done in 
the past! Therefore, it is quite logical to choose as a predictor such a combination of 
analytical functions of the studied variables that will ensure the most balanced value 
of the forecast data. 
The principle and the based on it criterion of the balance of variables was 
developed first in the theory of heuristic self-organization when solving the problems 
of technical cybernetics. It is universal in nature and can be used in studying of any 
systems. Self-organization approaches are characterized by the effective use of a 
minimum of a priori information about the studied object when it is considered as 
"black box". Therefore, the principle of the balance of variables in combination with 
traditional methods of choosing the form of trends is extremely productive in 
predicting of parameters of complex probability systems [9]. 
In this case the forecasting process consists of four main stages [11]: 
1. Selection of possible candidate functions, which most accurately describe 
the studied series of dynamics. 
The traditional methods of statistical modeling are widely used at this stage. 
They are a qualitative theoretical analysis, visual study of graphs, calculation of 
coherent differences, growth characteristics and other parameters, including the 
criteria of mathematical statistics. As a result, several basic, most adequate to the 
process of cash flows of an enterprise, support functions, the number of which can be 
quite large, are selected at the first stage. The parameters of each of the selected 
functions are determined by the method of least squares, extrapolation is performed, 
and the predicted values of the indicators are calculated for a given lead-time period. 
The series of dynamics of each indicator taken during the period of prehistory 
can be represented with trend models of the type (2) [11]. It is important to pay 
attention to the choice of the optimal length of the period of prehistory. The fact is 
that the dynamics of the company's cash flows is often a subject of rather strong 
fluctuations which are caused, in particular, by certain random factors [12] That is 
why it is important to determine correctly the length of the prehistory period and cut 
off the "old" data. 
2. Sequential search of a limited number of combinations of basic functions 
which are highlighted in the previous stage. As an assessment of each combination is 
the degree of compliance with the original balance ratio for all points of the lead-time 
period. The best combination corresponds to the minimum value of the criterion for 
the balance of variables [9]: 
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where t1-t2 – the lead-time period; Bj – the total relative magnitude of the forecast 
imbalance for all points of the lead-time period. 
 
There are more reasons to consider the combination of functions as the best 
predictor when the imbalance of the forecast Bj is closer to zero and vice versa. If no 
suitable function describing the dynamics of the interrelated variables sufficiently 
accurately is found out in the first stage, then the set of values of Bj, as the trend is 
sorted, necessarily passes through the global minimum. The total number of 
combinations of candidate functions j (predictors) that are checked in the second 
stage is determined by the value: 
 
nbaj  ..... ,      (4) 
 
where a, b,…n is the number of candidate functions selected in the first stage to 
describe each variable. 
 
For example, if 5 initial candidate functions are selected for three variables in 
the first stage of the forecast, then j = 5×5×5 = 125. 
Obviously, sorting out such a number of combinations and calculating for each 
Bj value manually is a very laborious task. Modern high-speed personal computers 
that allow to fully automate the second stage come to helping enumeration of options 
and calculation of the values of the criterion of the balance of variables. It remains 
only to specify the form of the function in the numerator (3), which follows from the 
essence of the studied interrelated variables. PC chooses by itself the type of 
predictor. It is important to set correctly the search environment for the optimal 
combination only. 
3. Selection of the optimal length of the prehistory period. It is known that the 
dynamics of socio-economic indicators are prone to changes caused by subjective 
political-economic and other factors which are reflected in the random component εi. 
It is important to determine correctly the length of the period of prehistory, take into 
account the current trends, abstracting from too early and "outdated" observations. 
The predicted value should not contradict to the logic of modern development of the 
studied processes. 
4. Determination of point and interval values of the forecast. This stage 
completes the process of integrated forecasting of interrelated socio-economic 
indicators. It is the usual extrapolation of the obtained trends and the calculation of 
confidence intervals for forecasts. 
The depth of the minimum of the variable balance criterion reflects the success 
of the forecasting process. The close to zero values of Bj indicates the existence of an 
optimal combination of functions used for forecasting and signals about the finding 
of the optimal predictor. In opposite, high values of imbalance indicate errors in the 
first stage of selection, i.e. the omission of some important candidate functions, 
which describe the dynamics of the studied variables well. Therefore, the first stage is 
the most important in the whole process of forecasting. Like the grind mill, which 
does not give quality flour when using poor grain material, the variable balance 
criterion (3) cannot determine the best predictor if the first stage did not include the 
most appropriate functions to the studied indicators. Consequently, the success of 
forecasting largely depends on the professional knowledge, experience and skills of 
the researcher [12]. 
At the same time, the second stage, which makes it possible to evaluate each 
variant of the forecast with the most appropriate (from the point of view of the set 
goals) criterion, allows to eliminate the uncertainty that often arises in the first stage. 
In this sense, both stages play an important role in the process of determining the 
optimal combination of trend forms. Therefore, they should be used in indissoluble 
unity, as a necessary and sufficient condition for successful forecasting of interrelated 
socio-economic indicators. 
As for randomness in choosing the optimal combination of trend forms, it is 
practically excluded by the law of impossibility of an unlikely event. Indeed, the 
probability of a random zero imbalance of the predicted values of the variables even 
at one point in the lead-out period coincides with the probability of a certain trend 
arrangement, some of which incorrectly describe the studied series of dynamics. 
In our opinion, this method can be successfully used to predict cash flows of an 
industrial enterprise. Let's consider the contents of the specified stages on example of 
forecasting of inflow, outflow of cash and a net cash flow of PJSC "Odeskabel" for 
2004–2016. The initial data, which form the period of prehistory, are taken from the 
website of the Ukrainian Stock Market Infrastructure Development Agency [13]. 
As initial support functions for trend models of inflow and outflow of funds, 
we used a linear function, parabolas of the second and third degree. And for the trend 
models of net cash flow the parabolas of the second and third degree were applied. 
Three groups of models, including 18 equations, were obtained as a result of 
calculations on PC using Microsoft Office Excel software. The analysis of the 
coefficients of determination made it possible to identify 8 trends that most 
adequately describe the studied features. 
It is logical to apply the traditional approach, according to which the most 
accurate trends should be chosen as the forecast model in the conditions of isolated 
forecasting of economic indicators. These are a parabola of the third degree (R
2
 = 
0.9294) for the inflow, a parabola of the third degree (R
2
 = 0.9294) for the outflow 
and also a parabola of the third degree (R
2
 = 0.9294) for net cash flow. Therefore, at 
first blush, the best combination of trends is (3-3-2). 
But taking into account the set task, which is complex forecasting of inflow 
and outflow indicators and net cash flow, we will not rush to conclusions. There are 
only 18 (3×3×2) predictors and, accordingly, 18 different options for estimating of 
future values of interrelated economic indicators that differ at least by the value of 
one characteristic. It is not excluded that among these variants there will be 
combinations, the accuracy of which by the criterion of the balance of variables will 
be higher than that of the trivial solution (3-3-2). 
Let us pass to the second stage of prediction, which is a direct search of all 18 
combinations of the studied functions by Bj. The search of variants and the 
calculation of the values of the criterion for the balance of variables for two-year 
forecasted data were carried out on PC. We give only the main results of calculations 
which contain a practical interest (Table 1). 
 
Table 1 
The calculated values of the criterion of the balance of variables in the initial 
series of dynamics of the PJSC «Odeskabel» for 2004–2016 
Varian
t 1-1-1 2-1-1 1-3-1 2-3-1 1-2-2 2-2-2 1-3-3 1-1-3 2-1-3 
Вj 0,4900 0,5987 2,6865 2,1153 0,0881 0,2165 0,1087 2,7303 1,3034 
Source: calculated by the authors 
 
It can be seen from the spreadsheet that the predictor 1-2-2 (B1-2-2 = 0.0881) 
provides the most balanced forecast when the series of dynamics of all three studied 
indicators are described by a parabola of the second degree. The next one is the 
predictor 1-3-3 (B1-3-3 = 0.1087). We cannot fail to note an obvious relationship 
between the coefficients of the equations: 
 
Y1t = 11708x
2
 – 10892x + 35188 
                                   –  
Y2t = 11322x
2
 – 7067,7x + 28618 
Y3t = 385,37x
2 – 3808,8x + 6464,4 
 
In other words, the trend coefficients that describe the dynamics of net cash 
flow are approximately equal to the difference in the corresponding trend coefficients 
describing the change in the cash inflows and outflows. Indeed, the discrepancies are 
Δао = 0,63; Δа1 = 15,5; Δа2 = 105,6. That is why we have such a high balance of 
aligned values of variables and for points of the lead-time period. 
 
7. SWOT-analysis of research results 
Strengths The strength of applying of the principle of the balance of variables 
based on the criterion Bj is that it allows to provide complex forecasting of 
interrelated indicators and to choose the best variant of a combination of trend forms 
(the best predictor). 
Weaknesses The weakness of this method is a certain subjectivity of the 
researcher, who performs selection of all possible candidate functions for predicting 
the studied indicators at the first stage. 
Opportunities Opportunities lie in the potential maximum use of empirical 
information of short series of dynamics, obtaining the most accurate and objectively 
grounded estimates of future values of the levels of economic indicators. 
Threats The threats are the ability to skip certain important approximating 
function at the first stage of the method, as well as the uncertainty in the political and 
financial and economic environment that causes strong volatility of the forecast 
economic indicators and reduces the accuracy of the carried out study. 
 
8. Conclusions 
1. The main methods of forecasting are statistical methods, in particular 
analysis and analytical alignment of the dynamics series. It is important to choose the 
forms of trends that describe the studied economic phenomena correctly. These 
approaches are used for isolated forecasting of socio-economic indicators. 
2. It is proposed to choose the trend forms using the variable balance principle 
in complex statistical forecasting of cash flows. The process of forecasting of cash 
flows consists of four main stages. 
3. The complex forecasting of indicators of inflow, outflow of cash and a net 
cash flow using the principle of balance of variables based on the initial data of the 
PJSC “Odeskabel” for 2004–2016 is carried out. This made it possible to choose the 
best variant of combining of trend forms in complex forecasting. This approach 
provides the most accurate and objectively grounded estimate of future values of the 
levels of the studied indicators. 
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The object of research is a complex forecasting of cash flows on the example 
of PJSC "Odeskabel", which is the largest producer of cable products in Ukraine and 
abroad. A lot of attention has been paid to the development of a system of forecasting 
and financial planning of cash flows in modern conditions in scientific economic 
literature in recent years. However, the issues of determining the most accurate and 
reliable methods for forecasting cash flows is still open. 
There are many mathematical-statistical prediction methods in the literature. 
They have certain advantages and disadvantages and often give quite satisfactory 
results in the analysis and forecasting of the series of dynamics that are considered in 
isolation. However, the situation changes fundamentally when a simultaneous 
prediction of several interrelated variables is carried out.   
In order to avoid these shortcomings in medium- and long-term forecasting of 
variables between which there are objective interrelations, we propose to supplement 
the traditional methods of choosing trend forms with the principle of the balance of 
variables. It can be summarized as follows: the final conclusion about the 
acceptability of certain analytical functions for the choice of the best predictor is 
determined by the degree of compliance of the predicted values of the variables to the 
balance ratio. 
The most balanced forecast of the inflows, outflows and net cash flow of PJSC 
“Odeskabel” using the variable balance criterions provided by the predictor when the 
series of dynamics of all three investigated indicators are described by a parabola of 
the second degree. In this prediction the trend coefficients that describe the dynamics 
of net cash flow are approximately equal to the difference in the corresponding trend 
coefficients describing the change in the cash in flows and outflows. 
The proposed criterion realizes sort of the impossible: it provides a foothold in 
the future. Therefore, it is quite logical to choose as a predictor such a combination of 
analytical functions of the studied variables that will ensure the most balanced value 
of the forecast data. 
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